
Yellow Bourkes

by R. V. Smith
Turquoisine Aviaries

In the 1976 April-May issue of the
A.F.A. "Watchbird", I wrote an article on
the beautiful little aviary gems (Neopse
photus bourkii) or (Neophema bourkii).

In the previous article, I stated that
the yellow mutation was sex linked, as
are most red eyed mutations. This infor
mation had been passed along to me from
breeders in Holland.

I can now state positively that the
species I am raising are not sex linked,

but are a recessive type mutation.
In my aviaries, a yellow cock was

mated to a normal hen, and from this
mating, no yellow babies were hatched.
About half of the normal colored babies
were cocks, and the other half were nor
mal colored hens, proven by the fact
that they laid eggs. These results proved
that the yellow male's mutation was not
sex linked.

I mus.t confess I was very pleased to
discover my previous statement was
erroneous, as I now know that both cocks
and hens can be split to yellow.

The new mating expectation theoreti
cally are as follows:

1. Yellow cock x normal hen =all babies
are normal in color, split to yellow.

2. Yellow hen x normal cock = same as
step 1 above.

3. Yellow cock x split/yellow hen =
25% yellow cocks, 25% yellow hens,
25% split/yellow cocks, and 25%
split/yellow hens.

4. Yellow hen x split/yellow cock =same
as step 3 above.
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5. Split to yellow cock x split to yellow
hen = 25% yellow babies, either sex,
50% split/yellow babies, either sex,
and 25% normal Bourke babies, either
sex.

This mating I don't like, as split babies
can only be determined by test breeding,
sometimes requiring two years or possibly
more.

6. Split/yellow male x normal hen, or
split/yellow hen x normal cock = No
yellow babies, 25% split yellow babies,
and 75% normal babies.
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As you can see, this mating is even less
desirable than step 5.

In the previous article I mentioned
that yellow cock x yellow hen proved to
be a very weak mating with a lot of dead
in shell embryos. However, in the future I
shall attempt several more of these mat
ings just to satisfy myself that this mating
combination is really undesirable.

The latest report I received from
Europe was that there are three different
mutations of the yellow Bourke, one of
which is sex linked, and two of which are
recessive.

In the meantime I suggest that if you
acquire the yellow mutation Bourke
parakeet, treat it as a recessive mutation,
using suggested matings in steps 1, 2, 3,
and 4.

In the past breeding season, two yel
low hens mated to split males, and one
yellow male mated to a normal hen
(3 pairs in all), producing 34 babies, 3
clutches each, one pair 14 babies, one
pair 13 babies, and one pair 7 babies. You
can readily see that these birds are good
breeders when fed and housed properly.

I think my most successful feeding
supplement was Wheat Germ Oil. I use
one tablespoon wheat germ oil per 20
ounces of cut corn once every 4 days and
feed it to sixty-two pairs of birds. I also
add a few goodies to the health grit I
feed my birds, such as extra oyster
shell, ground ocean kelp, fine ground
wood charcoal, iodized salt, Vionate pow
del', and pre-boiled crushed chicken egg
shell.

For green food, I feed ten percent
New Zealand Spinach, and ninety percent
Swiss Chard, home grown.

I also feed sprouted seed daily during
the summer and every other day in the
winter time, and grated carrots every four
days. All this, and a lot of luck produced
an average of just over six babies per pair
this last breeding season.
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